
   

BINGO REQUIREMENTS

Swm Group Bingo Requirements

White 1, 2, 3

2 mandatory bingos (one must be a late-night bingo)
 

If a JR Gold swimmer moves to W1 during the season, they are required to 
work 2 bingos. If they move after March 1, they are required to work 1 bingo.

Blue 12, 14, 18 (a)/(b), Gold
12

    4 mandatory bingos (two must be late night bingos)

Gold 14, 16, 18 6 mandatory bingos (two must be late night bingos)

Each family will be required to work a certain number of mandatory bingos depending on your swimmer(s)
group. A certain number of these bingos must be late night bingos. Where a family has more than one
swimmer with the Club, the bingo requirement is determined by the most senior swimmer in the family.
Where a swimmer changes groups during the year, the bingo requirement will be updated accordingly.
The schedule is as follows:

There is an option of buying out the above mandatory bingos at $120 per bingo when your swimmer
registers for the season. You must buy out ALL mandatory bingos if you choose this option. 
 
If you do not sign up to work the mandatory bingos by May 28, 2024 your account will be charged
$200 per bingo not worked. 
 
If you fail to attend a scheduled bingo session and/or not arrange a replacement worker, there is a
$200 fine per single session and $400 fine per double session. This fine must be paid in full within 30
days of the missed Bingo.
 
Notification of bingo dates will be posted in the weekly Newsflash. Families will sign up with the Bingo
Coordinator to work their bingos. There is an option available to hire a substitute worker (the cost is $60
per session) to cover an assigned bingo(s). If the swimmer’s family finds it necessary to hire a substitute
worker to cover an assigned bingo, it is their responsibility to arrange it and to advise the Bingo
Coordinator at goldfinswimbingo@gmail.com. You must communicate any change in worker(s) to the
Goldfins Bingo Coordinator. 
 
For the most part, bingos are assigned on a first come first sign up basis. However, bingos cannot run with
all 14-year olds or all new families. The Bingo Coordinator has the ability to assign considering these
points. Workers must be at least 14 years old to work bingos.
 
Once your mandatory bingos have been worked, there is the option to work additional bingos. There is no
limit to the number of additional bingos a family can work. However, it is the responsibility of the Bingo
Coordinator to ensure accessibility to all bingos for all families so additional bingos may be limited in some
cases. After each additional bingo has been worked, your family account will be credited with $60 per
bingo, but only for those bingos that are over and above the mandatory family bingos.
 
If a swimmer withdraws during the season, please refer to the club withdrawal policy on page 24 for
bingo requirements.

*Post-Secondary Students, Affiliates, and Masters do not have a bingo requirement
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